
Vetting George Washington

Masons Claim George Washington was one of
their lifelong members.
How many times does one president have to be vindicated??? 
Most of the photos of Washington in Masonic garb are fake. He
refused  to  sit  for  them.  Congressional  hearings  dispute
Masonic  claims  of  founding  fathers  being  part  of  new
“Speculative”  Masonry  created  on  1  May  1798.   

Masonic  Handbook  admitted  in  1956  George  Washington  was
offered title of “Grand Master” and refused.

Masonic Q&A Book

 

Masons have used his earlier involvement with Masons under
“Operative Masonry” to gain membership.  Membership in the
Masonic Lodges dropped severely after Prof. John Robinson’s
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book “Proofs of a Conspiracy” (1798). 

Proofs  of  a  conspiracy
against all the religions and
governments  of  Europe  :
carried  on  in  the  secret
meetings  of  Free  Masons,
Illuminati,  and  reading
societies
by Robison, John, 1739-1805; John Adams Library (Boston Public
Library)  BRL;Adams,  John,  1735-1826,  former  owner;  Adams,
Abigail, 1744-1818, former owner
https://archive.org/details/proofsofconspira00robi

George  Washington  letters  warning  about  the  dangerous
Illuminati  to  Rev,  Snyder  in  reference  to  Professor  John
Robinson’s book Washington corrected Rev. Snyder he had not
attended lodge meetings in over 30 years.  

“I have heard much of the nefarious, and dangerous plan, and
doctrines of the Illuminati”       – George Washington – 1798

https://skywriter2012.wordpress.com/freemasonry/george-washin
gton-letters-warning-about-the-dangerous-illuminati/

 

 

Communist Goals (1963) Congressional Record–Appendix, pp. A34-
A35 January 10, 1963
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#30. Discredit the American Founding Fathers. Present them as
selfish aristocrats who had no concern for the “common man.”

VINDICATION  of GENERAL. WASHINGTON from the Stigma of Secret
Societies
Extract from the Journal of the House of Representatives—
vol. I, page 276,
January, 20, 1837.

vindicationofgen00inritn

Jonathan Williams recorded in his Legions of Satan (1781) that
General Cornwallis revealed to General Washington
during the signing of the Article of Capitulation signed by
Cornwallis at Yorktown that,“A holy war will now begin on
America, and when it is ended America will be supposedly the
citadel of freedom,
but her millions will unknowingly be loyal subjects to the
Crown.”Cornwallis went on to explain what would seem to be a
self contradiction,”Your churches will be used to teach the
Jew’s religion
and in less than two hundred years the whole nation will be
working for Divine World Government.
That government that they believe to be divine will be the
British Empire.
All religions will be permeated with Judaism without even
being noticed by the masses,
and they will all be under the invisible all-seeing eye of the
Grand Architect of Freemasonry.”
General  Cornwallis  to  General  Washington  as  recorded  by
Jonathan Williams, ‘Legions of Satan’, 1781
It is certain that Senator Joseph McCarthy did much research
on  the  Communist  conspiracy.  He  came  too  close  when  he
discovered British Israel and its Kingdom Message propaganda.
The following quotes are from an article with the title:
GEORGE WASHINGTON’S SURRENDER:
“And many of the people of the land became Jews. Esther 9:17.
The confession of General Cornwallis to General Washington at

https://factsarestubbornthings.us/wp-content/uploads/2014/04/vindicationofgen00inritn.pdf


Yorktown has been well hidden by historians. History books and
text  books  have  taught  for  years  that  when  Cornwallis
surrendered  his  army  to  General  Washington  that  American
independence came, and we lived happily ever after until the
tribulations  of  the  twentieth  century.  Jonathan  Williams
recorded  in  his  LEGIONS  OF  SATAN,  1781,  that  Cornwallis
revealed to Washington that “a holy war will now begin on
America, and when it is ended America will be supposedly the
citadel of freedom, but her millions will unknowingly be loyal
subjects to the Crown.” Cornwallis went on to explain what
would seem to be a self contradiction: “Your churches will be
used to teach the Jew’s religion and in less than two hundred
years  the  whole  nation  will  be  working  for  divine  world
government. That government that they believe to be divine
will be the British Empire. All religions will be permeated
with Judaism without even being noticed by the masses, and
they will all be under the invisible all-seeing eye of the
Grand Architect of Freemasonry.” And indeed George Washington
himself was a Mason, and he gave back through a false religion
what he had won with his army. Cornwallis well knew that his
military defeat was only the beginning of world catastrophe
that would be universal and that unrest would continue until
mind  control  could  be  accomplished  through  a  false
religion.What he predicted has come to pass. A brief sketch of
American religious history and we have seen Masonry infused
into  every  church  in  America  with  their  veiled  Phallic
religion. Darby and the Plymouth Brethren brought a Jewish
Christianity to America. Masons Rutherford and Russell started
Jehovah Witnesses’ Judaism which is now worldwide with their
message of the divine kingdom. Mason Joseph Smith started
Mormon Judaism with its Jewish teaching of millennialism. At
the turn of the twentieth century there appeared the Scofield
Bible with a Jewish interpretation of the prophecies. With
wide use of this “helpful” aid all the American churches have
silently  become  synagogues.  We  now  have  Baptist  Jews,
Methodist Jews, Church of God Jews, apostate Catholic Jews,
and many Protestant Jews throughout America. We are aliens in



our own country because of false religion. All are praying for
divine  deliverance  into  that  “Divine  Government”  which
Cornwallis knew to be the British Empire. A false religion has
been used to deceive us into allegiance to our enemies of
Yorktown and Bunker Hill. No! Not a gun has been fired but the
invisible and malignant process of conquering America with the
Jew’s religion has gone on unabated. The Union Jack has been
planted  in  our  hearts  with  religious  deception.  All  has
happened  “legally,”  “constitutionally,”  “freely”  and
completely  within  our  most  sacred  trust  —  our  churches.
Religious deception is painless innoculation against truth. It
cannot be removed from the conscience with surgery, yet it is
the motivator of our actions and directly controls our lives.
Once  man  gives  over  to  false  religion,  he  is  no  longer
rational  because  he  originates  no  thought.  His  life  is
controlled by whomever controls his religion. The veil of
false religion is the sword of Damocles and its power to
control humanity defies even the imagination of tyrants who
use it. This is not to say that George Washington was a
traitor  willingly,  or  knowingly.  He  was  beguiled  into  a
Satanic religious order that insidiously controls men’s minds.
So have American statesmen and military leaders down through
the years given aid and allegiance to the enemies of the
United  States  because  they  did  not  have  knowledge  of  the
invisible  subterfuge  that  stalks  this  land.  My  eyes  were
opened  the  day  my  colleague  from  Ohio  handed  me  Wagner’s
FREEMASONRY AN INTERPRETATION. If every American would read
it, they would no longer ask why and how it has happened.”End
of quote from GEORGE WASHINGTON’S SURRENDER
Given by Senator Joseph McCarthy, six months before his mouth
was closed forever.Born: 14 November 1908 Died: 2 May 1957



MARCO  RUBIO  MASSIVE  FLIP-
FLOPS  FROM  IMMIGRATION,
AMNESTY,  MYSTERIOUS  MONEY
BACKERS
 

http://www.britishpathe.com/video/gog-and
-magog-back-in-london

Prophecy against Gog

Ezekiel 38:10:  ‘Thus says the Lord GOD, “It will come about
on that day, that thoughts will come into your mind and you
will devise an evil plan, 11and you will say, ‘I will go up
against the land of unwalled villages. I will go against
those who are at rest, that live securely, all of them living
without walls and having no bars or gates, 12 to capture
spoil and to seize plunder, to turn your hand against the
waste places which are now inhabited, and against the people
who are gathered from the nations, who have acquired cattle
and goods, who live at the center of the world.’…

Since  Jeb  Bush  announced  he  was  pulling  out  of  2016
Presidential Race it seems establishment GOP has placed their
money on Marco Rubio.    In 2010 Rubio nabbed George P. Bush
Jeb’s son by hispanic migrant workers daughter.  Bush family
have deep ties in Texas and Texas A&M.   Interesting is new
Texas  A&M  campus  in  Israel.   Those  who  truly  understand
biblical prophecy and true symbolism of “Beast Trade System”,
Great Harlot would understand.  With Mitt Romney coming on the
presidential political scene and Rubio’s rejection of Cruz as
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VP to take on Trump will Rubio choose Romney and give Poppy
Bush his preferred choice from 2012 election?

The first question is who is Marco Rubio?

Marco Rubio like Raphael “Ted” Cruz has connections with Cuba.
 Marco  is  the  son  of  Cuban  immigrants  Marlo  and  Oriales
Garcia.  Rubio was born 28 May 1971.

Huffington Post reported. Mario and Oriales, did adopt the
anti-Castro position of many exiles who are opposed to the
communist course taken by the Cuban revolution, the date of
their emigration was not 1959 and the cause of their departure
was not the current Cuban government. They left Cuba in 1956
as exiles from a tyrannical regime; that of Fulgencio Batista
Zaldivar,  the  right-wing  dictatorship  that  Fidel  Castro
overthrew. The tributes paid by Rubio to the thugs who toppled
the  second  Cuban  republic  on  March  10,  1952  are  totally
undeserved,  and  he  knows  it.  Rubio  knows,  due  to  the
experience  of  his  own  parents,  that  when  he  supported
dedicating the new FIU law school building to Rafael Diaz-
Balart he was paying homage to one of the politicians who
brought an end to representative democracy in Cuba, one of
those truly responsible for the flight of his parents.

 

So it seems  Ted Cruz and Marco Rubio’s parents supported
opposing  dictators  during  Cuba’s  conflicts.  Although  some
reports say Rubio’s parents returned to Cuba several times
after Castro gained power.     Marco Rubio also lived period
of childhood in Las Vegas, Nevada.

Marco Rubio like Ted Cruz does not meet
constitutional requirements for president
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as  stated  in  Article  2  of  U.S.
Constitution and defined by Vittel’s Laws
of Nation. 
A Natural Bon Citizen as defined by Vittel’s Laws of Nations
and (LONANG) Laws of Nature and Nature’s God is defined as
born on American soil to U.S. Citizens who must be naturalized
at  the  time  of  presidential  candidates  birth.
 http://lonang.com/library/reference/vattel-law-of-nations/vat
t-119/

THE  TRUE  FOUNDATION  OF  AMERICAN  LAW.   America  is  being
reshaped and destroyed by silent encroachments of overturning
our foundational laws and foundations as prophesied in Daniel
7:25.  We have not only lost our true north we have lost our
identity as a nation allowing consistent changes from our
foundational laws.

http://lonang.com/commentaries/conlaw/organizing/laws-of-natur
e-and-natures-god/

Joseph  Story  (1779-1845)  was  an  Associate  Justice  of  the
United  States  Supreme  Court  and  a  founder  of  Harvard  Law
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School. He was appointed to the Supreme Court in 1811 by the
so-called  “Father  of  our  Constitution,”  President  James
Madison.

  “It  is  indispensable,  too,  that  the
president should be a natural born citizen of
the  United  States;  or  a  citizen  at  the
adoption of the constitution, and for fourteen
years before his election. This permission of
a naturalized citizen to become president is
an exception from the great fundamental policy

of all governments, to exclude foreign influence from their
executive councils and duties.
It was doubtless introduced (for it has now become by lapse of
time merely nominal, and will soon become wholly extinct) out
of respect to those distinguished revolutionary patriots, who
were born in a foreign land, and yet had entitled themselves
to high honours in their adopted country. A positive exclusion
of  them  from  the  office  would  have  been  unjust  to  their
merits, and painful to their sensibilities.
But the general propriety of the exclusion of foreigners, in
common cases, will scarcely be doubted by any sound statesman.
It cuts off all chances for ambitious foreigners, who might
otherwise  be  intriguing  for  the  office;  and  interposes  a
barrier  against  those  corrupt  interference’s  of  foreign
governments in executive elections, which have inflicted the
most serious evils upon the elective monarchies of Europe.
Germany, Poland, and even the pontificate of Rome, are sad,
but instructive examples of the enduring mischief’s arising
from this source.”
~Supreme  Court  Associate  Justice  Joseph  Story  in  his
Commentaries  on  the  Constitution  of  the  United  States  (3
vols., 1833), on why the Framers included the grandfather
clause.

Joseph  Story  (1779-1845)  was  an  Associate  Justice  of  the
United  States  Supreme  Court  and  a  founder  of  Harvard  Law
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School. He was appointed to the Supreme Court in 1811 by the
so-called  “Father  of  our  Constitution,”  President  James
Madison.

 

 

 

RUBIO FLIP-FLOPS ON RELIGION AND FAITH.
Rubio has changed his religious beliefs several times and went
from Catholic, to Mormon to undenominational.   Will Rubio
revert back to Mormonism since Mitt Romney announcement to
enter 2016 GOP presidential race to save GOP establishment
party?

 

MARCO  RUBIO  FLIP-FLOP  ON
IMMIGRATION.
In  2013  Rubio  created  a  firestorm  when  one  of  his  aides
claimed  that  immigration  reform  is  necessary  because  some
American workers “just can’t cut it.”

Marco Rubio was chosen on the “Gang of Eight”

“The accumulation of all powers, legislative, executive, and
judiciary, in the same hands, whether of one, a few, or many,
and  whether  hereditary,  self-appointed,  or  elective,  may
justly  be  pronounced  the  very  definition  of  tyranny.”
 Federalist  Paper  #47

ICE President Chris Crane called Marco Rubio betrayed ICE.
Chris Crane who is 13 year ICE agent and military veteran.

Marco Rubios consistent flip-flop on immigration and amnesty

http://www.religionnews.com/2016/02/01/rubio-religion-catholic-evangelical/
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http://www.businessinsider.com/marco-rubio-aide-immigration-reform-american-workers-dont-cut-it-2013-6
http://www.washingtonexaminer.com/marco-rubios-immigration-flip-flop-could-spell-political-trouble/article/2532337


is consistent throughout his short poltiical career.

GOP’s  “religious”  roundtable  political  candidates  have  not
lived up to their promises as the left wing of this two-party
system John Adams warned would destroy the republic.  It has
now  been  revealed  Sen.   As  stated  in  video  below  under
constitutional law had H.W. Bush and Congress not voted their
powers  of  naturalization  away  in  1991  hiring  illegal
immigrants when Americans are out of work is unconstitutional.
Federal  Immigration  and  Nationality  Act  Section  8  USC
1324(a)(1)(A)(iv)(b)(iii)  prohibits  transfer  or  hiring
illegals.

 

Rubio’s hand in massive replacement of American workers in
Florida even with Disney executive workers in his continued
support for H1B Visas.  Rubio’s backers and his support in
advancing massive H1B visa have led to massive construction
and agricultural  jobs for Americans in Florida and throughout
U.S.  while he’s served as Florida Senator.

 

RUBIO’S GOG MONEY BACKERS
Marco money backers range from mysterious “hush money” funding
of ad campaigns to frontmen with ties to George Soros and even
Rothschild’s.   In  2012  Rubio  was  fined  $8K  for  campaign
violations. In fact the massive corrputions of Marco Rubio’s
political career exposed in 2012.

Hedge-fund billionaire Paul Singer’s decision to throw his
financial weight behind the donor-class 2016 favorite, Sen.
Marco Rubio (R-FL) has sparked fresh questions about Rubio’s
coziness with the financial interests funding his career.

Singer was a major financial force behind the Rubio-Obama
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amnesty and immigration expansion push in 2013.

Cesar Conda – Marco Rubio’s chief of staff worked 

Cesar Conda is Marco Rubio’s Chief of Staff. He recently made
his Tweets private (protected) so the general public can’t
ready them. Cesar Conda has been pushing amnesty for illegals
on Twitter and elsewhere as Marco Rubio’s PR agent. Conda, who
is an immigration lawyer, went to work for George Soros before
becoming Rubio’s Chief of Staf. Cesar Conda worked on the
editorial  advisory  board  of  George  Soros  magazine,  The
International Economy Magazine.

Cesar Conda had been spinning lies about the amnesty bill
about how illegal wouldn’t get welfare, wait more than 10
years for citizenship, etc. Those lies have been completely
debunked.

Miami’s  Norman  Braman  is  the  biggest  bucks  behind  Marco
Rubio. The Forward looked at the top political donors from the
2014  elections  and  found  at  least  “a  third  of  the  most
generous 50 mega-givers were Jewish. In fact, contributions
from Jewish billionaires and multi-millionaires dominated the
top 10 spots on the list.” Norman Braman is Rubio’s ties with
Rothschilds.

http://www.sun-sentinel.com/local/broward/broward-politics-blo
g/sfl-norman-braman-marco-rubio-20150521-story.html

It seems all candidates must sell
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themselves  to  Council  on  Foreign
Relations  (CFR)  which  Hillary
Clinton stated ran the nation.
Senator Marco Rubio (R-FL), candidate for the 2016 Republican
presidential  nomination,  joins  CBS  News’  Charlie  Rose  to
outline his foreign policy views. Rubio offers a vision of
U.S. foreign policy resting on “three pillars”: preserving
U.S. strength, protecting the U.S. economy, and maintaining
clarity on U.S. values. Over the course of the conversation,
Rubio discusses ongoing areas of interest for U.S. foreign
policy, including the Islamic State group’s rise in the Middle
East, the crisis in Ukraine, the Syrian Civil War, the ongoing
nuclear negotiations with Iran, China’s assertiveness in the
South China Sea, and the threat of global terrorism. Rubio
additionally  offers  an  assessment  of  U.S.-Cuba  relations,
criticizing the Obama administration’s initiative to normalize
relations with the Castro government.   In link below is
Rubio’s speech to CFR with both audio and text.

http://www.cfr.org/united-states/marco-rubios-foreign-policy-v
ision/p36511

JUSTICE  THOMAS  BREAKS  TEN
YEAR SILENCE ON PENDING GUN
CONTROL RULING
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Will  Justice  Thomas  be  America’s
Constitutional Hero?
By now most Americans know of Justice Scalia’s mysterious
death in  Texas at lush spa resort while attending secret
society  convention.    The  untimely  passing  with  several
important cases pending in March brought media attention.   By
many media Justice Thomas question was a proverbial E. F.
Hutton moment.

According to NBC news (Photo Credit) Government
Attorney Ilana Eisenstein hour long arguments in
defense  of  the  gun  ownership  ban   based  on
misdemenor domestic violence charges.
According to Chicago Tribune reported:

During the first 50 minutes of the argument, most of the
justices appeared to favor the government’s position that
even reckless acts of domestic assault fall under the law.
Thomas did not pose questions to Virginia Villa, the lawyer
arguing on behalf of the two men.

But Thomas peppered Eisenstein with several questions about
Second Amendment gun rights, a topic no other justice had
asked about. He noted that the law allows someone convicted
of a misdemeanor assault charge to get a lifetime ban on
possessing  a  gun  “which  at  least  as  of  now  results  in
suspension of a constitutional right.”

“The suspension is not directly related to the use of a
weapon?” Thomas asked.

 

Eisenstein said he was correct, but that Congress passed the
law to prevent people accused of domestic violence from later
using  weapons  against  a  family  member.  She  noted  that

http://wonkette.com/599090/maybe-antonin-scalias-secret-society-hunting-pals-murdered-him-with-obamas-pillow
http://www.nbcnews.com/news/us-news/supreme-court-justice-clarence-thomas-breaks-courtroom-silence-n528151
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violating other laws can in some cases limit a person’s free
speech rights. Thomas then asked how long the suspension of
the right to own a firearm lasts.

Eisenstein said it was indefinite.

History of Voisine and Armstrong and
The Supreme Court agreed to hear the lawsuit filed by Stephen
Voisine  and  William  Armstong  III  involved  in  domestic
violence misdemenor charges.  An October 2015 article stated
the upcoming case and Judge Scalia was suspected to rule on
the case.  The conviction on domestic violence misdemenor
charges resulting in barring of  Voisine and Armstrong’s gun
ownership.    The  ruling  was  based  on  “The  Lautenberg
Amendment ” which some feel violates both state commerce
clause and even brings into the realm of possiblities of
“Minority  Report”  preventive  crime  analysis  based  on
speculation.

 

Examining  the  Lautenberg  Amendment  in  the  Civilian  and
Military  Contexts:  Congressional  Overreaching,  Statutory
Vagueness,  Ex  Post  Facto  Violations,  and  Implementation
Flaws.  Fordham Urban Law Journal Volume 29, Issue 1 2001
Article 8 link

“The greatest victory is that which requires no battle.” Sun
Tzu,  “The  Art  of  War”  If  you  study  The  Ten  Planks  of
Communism it seems they mirror “The Ten Abominations” of “The
Great Ming Code”.

http://www.thetrace.org/2015/10/supreme-court-domestic-violence-misdemeanor-voisine-armstrong/
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Arrested on basis of mental health records and profiling for
arrest without committing a crime? What happened to “Innocent
until proven guilty”???
Minority Report – Official® Trailer 1 [HD]

 

In this article is a list of court rulings over the years
showing  we  are  now  watching  second  amendment  irrevocable
liberties  transcend  from  felonies  to  misdemenors.    The
illusion behind the crime prevention is it’s not the guilty
being punished but the law-abiding “collective”.

https://factsarestubbornthings.us/wp-content/uploads/2016/03/Miniority-Report.jpg
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Firearm_case_law_in_the_United_States


Some  history  of  famous  shootings
followed by gun control measures.

 

Is American watching the biblical prophecy of Daniel 7:25
unfold before our very eyes?   Amazing how the above scripture
mirrors communist stragety and communists threats of taking
America down without firing a shot.

“Communism with the Mask Off”
by Joseph Goebbels

This thing cannot be judged
or  estimated  by  political
rules or principles. It is
“Iniquity”  under  a
political mask. It is not
something  to  be  brought
before  the  bar  of  world
history  but  rather
something  that  has  to  be
dealt with by the judicial
administration  of  each
country.”
Dr. Joseph Goebbels speech
delivered  in  Nurnberg  13

https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Daniel+7%3A25&version=KJV
https://factsarestubbornthings.us/wp-content/uploads/2015/03/Joseph-Goebbels-communism.jpg


Sept 1935 Seventh National
Socialist Party

https://ia802704.us.archive.org/29/items/CommunismWithTheMaskO
ff/CWM.pdf

It  seems  we  are  straying  dangerously
close  to  eliminating  the  true
foundational laws endowed by our Creator.
 Most  Americans  do  not  understand  the
fundamentals of our nation or the fact
“Judges do not have arbitary power over
the people” Link   Most Americans do not
understand  any  law  contrary  to  the
constitution is “Null and Void”.  
“In  questions  of  power  then,  let  no  more  be  heard  of
confidence in man but bind him down from mischief by the
chains of the Constitution.”
Thomas Jefferson

The  general  misconception  is  that  any  statute  passed  by
legislators bearing the appearance of law constitutes the law
of the land. The U.S. Constitution is the supreme law of the
land, and any statute, to be valid, must be In agreement. It
is impossible for both the Constitution and a law violating it
to be valid; one must prevail. This is succinctly stated as
follows:

The General rule is that an unconstitutional statute, though
having the form and name of law is in reality no law, but is
wholly  void,  and  ineffective  for  any  purpose;  since
unconstitutionality dates from the time of it’s enactment and
not merely from the date of the decision so branding it. An
unconstitutional  law,  in  legal  contemplation,  is  as

http://lonang.com/commentaries/conlaw/organizing/laws-of-nature-and-natures-god/
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inoperative as if it had never been passed. Such a statute
leaves the question that it purports to settle just as it
would be had the statute not been enacted.

Since an unconstitutional law is void, the general principles
follow that it imposes no duties, confers no rights, creates
no office, bestows no power or authority on anyone, affords no
protection, and justifies no acts performed under it…..

A void act cannot be legally consistent with a valid one. An
unconstitutional law cannot operate to supersede any existing
valid law. Indeed, insofar as a statute runs counter to the
fundamental law of the lend, it is superseded thereby.

No one Is bound to obey an unconstitutional law and no courts
are  bound  to  enforce  it
http://www.constitution.org/uslaw/16amjur2nd.htm

 

 

Donald  Trump,  George  Soros
investment connections
With two candidates not eligible to run for president failing
the Natural born citizenship clause who do we vote for?   Who
chooses the candidates anyway The CFR?    Why is Donald Trump
concerned about moving U.S. Embassy in Tel-Aviv to Jerusalem?

Alexander Campbell (1841)
“Their dead bodies shall lie in the street of the great city,
which  is  [mystically]  spiritually  called  Sodom  and  Egypt;
also, the city where our Lord was crucified, [Jerusalem].”

http://www.constitution.org/uslaw/16amjur2nd.htm
https://factsarestubbornthings.us/2016/02/27/2628/
https://factsarestubbornthings.us/2016/02/27/2628/


(“The Coming of the Lord – No. VII,” Millennial Harbinger 5,
July 1841; p. 322)

Trump  has  changed  political  parties  as  often  as  Hillary
changes her hair. From Democrat to Independent to Republican
and a host of ‘in-betweens’, his changing ways are a bit
unnerving. If he were actually, gasp, elected, would he become
a Democrat while in office? The most telling would be finding
a connection between Soros and Trump. It’s hardly a secret
that  Soros  has  crossed  party  lines  before,  McCain  is  one
example.

Although Glenn Beck has went through some drastic changes this
was uploaded in 2011 by a mormon channel.

 

 

Big names back Trump tower
Soros, Deutsche Bank said to be in on 90-story building

October 28, 2004 |By Thomas A. Corfman, Chicago Tribune staff
reporter.
Donald  Trump  has  lined  up  three  New  York  hedge  funds,
including money from billionaire George Soros, to invest $160
million in his Chicago skyscraper, a key piece in perhaps the
largest  construction  financing  in  the  city’s  history,
according  to  real  estate  sources  and  public  documents.

Despite  reports  about  the  project’s  record-breaking  sales,
most of them from Trump himself, many Chicago real estate
developers and lenders have expressed doubts about whether the
90-story tower would ever be built.
“It is such a huge project, and the prices he said he was
getting  were  so  outside  the  norm,”  said  Robert  Glickman,
president and chief executive of Chicago-based Corus Bank.

“It was reasonable to say, `Is this real?'” he said.

https://aryanskynet.wordpress.com/2016/01/27/donald-trump-the-soros-connection/
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Much of the skepticism springs from Trump’s own hype. “Chicago
developers are much less flamboyant,” said Glickman.

The massive financing, which sources say also will include a
$650  million  construction  loan  from  Deutsche  Bank,  should
quell those doubts.

Trump  flies  to  Chicago  Thursday  morning  for  a  ceremonial
demolition of the former home of the Chicago Sun-Times, 401 N.
Wabash Ave., which will be replaced by his 2.5 million-square-
foot tower. The demolition is expected to begin for real in
January.

On  Wednesday  Trump  declined  to  comment  on  the  financing,
emphasizing  instead  the  luxury  project’s  record-breaking
sales.

The chief executive of New York-based Trump Organization said
he  has  agreements  to  sell  three-fourths  of  the  461
condominiums and 227 hotel-condo units for a combined $515
million.

“Nobody to my knowledge anywhere in the United States has ever
sold  more  than  $500  million  worth  of  apartments  prior  to
construction,” he said. “It’s a great tribute to Chicago, to
the location and to a great design.

“And, I guess, to Trump, when you think of it,” he added.

The investor trio is led by Fortress Investment Group LLC,
according to a financing statement filed Oct. 19 with the Cook
County recorder’s office.

Fortress, which manages more than $10 billion in investments,
is familiar with the downtown Chicago condominium market after
providing a key $26 million loan on the River East mixed-use
development last year.

The document does not identify the other participants, but a
key member is Grove Capital LLP, according to sources familiar



with the transaction.

The firm manages most of the multibillion-dollar real estate
portfolio of the $13 billion Soros Fund Management, from which
Grove Capital was spun off last month.

The  third  investor  is  Blackacre  Institutional  Capital
Management LLC, the real estate arm of hedge fund Cerberus
Capital  Management  LP,  which  manages  assets  totaling  $14
billion.

Executives with the three hedge funds could not be reached for
comment.

The $160 million investment is in the form of a mezzanine
loan, a kind of second mortgage that typically charges a much
higher interest rate than a first-mortgage construction loan.

Unlike the mezzanine loan, which has closed, terms of the $650
million construction loan have not yet been finalized, sources
said.

Frankfurt, Germany-based Deutsche Bank, an active commercial
real estate lender in the U.S., is expected to split up the
loan with other banks.

Chicago  developer  Steven  Fifield  admits  he  was  a  “total
skeptic” about the project, which initially included a large
portion of office space.

But  the  elimination  of  the  office  space  and  the  steadily
climbing  condo  sales  helped  change  Fifield’s  view  about
Trump’s chances to get financing.

“I thought it was a given with the number of presales he had,”
said Fifield, president of Fifield Cos.

After  13  months  of  marketing,  condo  prices  at  Trump
International  Hotel  &  Tower  Chicago  have  exceeded  $900  a
square foot, while hotel-condo units cost nearly $1,100 a



square foot, according to an analysis of 53 units by Appraisal
Research Counselors, a residential consulting firm.

Trump’s marketing firm recently put those units, including six
hotel-condo units, on the Multiple Listing Service of Northern
Illinois.

Almost two weeks ago Trump completed a buyout of his former
joint venture partner in the project, Hollinger International
Inc., the troubled parent of the Sun-Times.

Although lining up the financing was a big step for Trump, he
still has hurdles to overcome, including avoiding construction
delays and cost overruns.

Still, he expressed no concern about the doubts harbored by
some local real estate executives.

“It’s  a  very  expensive  building  to  build  because  of  the
quality we are putting into it,” he said. “So people of course
would say, `Gee, that’s a lot of money to raise.’

“But for me, it’s not a lot of money. You understand,” he
said.

 

Donald Trump, George Soros attend private party hosted by
Nouriel  Roubini  a.k.a.  “Dr.  Doom”   doomsayer  on  economic
crisis

Oliver Stone holding court with billionaires Donald Trump,
George Soros and Steve Schwarzman at a private party hosted by
Nouriel Roubini — nicknamed “Dr. Doom,” for predicting the
economic crisis — at RdV Lounge in the Meatpacking District .
. . MOBY catching the burlesque show at HeadQuarters, along
with Robert Seigel, who wrote “The Wrestler” and directed this
year’s indie hit “Big Fan,” which was filmed at the Manhattan
gentlemen’s club . . . Diners at Beppe in Gramercy stopping as
Panic! At the Disco guitarist Brendon Urie and drummer Spencer



Smith walked in.

By PageSix.com Staff December 25, 2009 | 5:00am

 

George Soros/Donald Trump RICO Lawsuit
The  Healers  Journal  MONEY  LAUNDERING  &  BANKRUPTCY  FRAUD
INVOLVING SOROS’S INVISIBLE INTEREST IN CONSECO & THE GM BLDG

MONEY  LAUNDERING  and  BANKRUPTCY  FRAUD  CONSPIRACY  EXPOSED
INVOLVING GEORGE SOROS’S INVISIBLE INTEREST IN CONSECO FINANCE
and THE GM BUILDING NEW YORK, NY – Law Offices of David H.
Relkin, Esq. on behalf of Leslie Dick Worldwide Ltd. has filed
a Federal RICO Complaint in the United States District Court
for the Southern District of New York (Case No. 08-CV-7900)
against George Soros, Deutsche Bank, Vornado Realty Trust,
Fortress Investment Group, Donald J. Trump & 12 other RICO
conspirators for $4.2 Billion in damages. The Complaint and
Compendium may be accessed as PDF documents on the web site of
the Law Offices of David H. Relkin at: www.DavidRelkinLaw.com
or on PACER.

PRESS RELEASE
For Immediate Release
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MONEY  LAUNDERING  &  BANKRUPTCY  FRAUD  CONSPIRACY  EXPOSED
INVOLVING GEORGE SOROS’S INVISIBLE INTEREST IN CONSECO FINANCE
& THE GM BUILDING

NEW YORK, NY – Law Offices of David H. Relkin, Esq. on behalf
of  Leslie  Dick  Worldwide  Ltd.  has  filed  a  Federal  RICO
Complaint in the United States District Court for the Southern
District of New York (Case No. 08-CV-7900) against George
Soros,  Deutsche  Bank,  Vornado  Realty  Trust,  Fortress
Investment Group, Donald J. Trump & 12 other RICO conspirators
for $4.2 Billion in damages.

Excerpts from the 95 page RICO (Racketeering Influenced and
Corrupt Organization Act) and Bid Rigging Complaint follow:

The action seeks to recover damages arising out of an ongoing,
global RICO Enterprise which engaged in predicate acts of a
pattern of racketeering and conspiracy to commit RICO, through
and by means of Money Laundering, Bankruptcy Fraud, and Bid
Rigging. ¶1.

The  RICO  conspiracy  of  the  defendants  was  to  invest  in,
operate, and acquire control of various entities involved in
continuing  fraudulent  transactions  and  surreptitious  and
conspiratorial  alliances  and  agreements  through  unlawful
means,  including  but  not  limited  to  Money  Laundering,
Bankruptcy Fraud, and Bid Rigging, acquired Conseco’s prime
assets,  including  Conseco  Finance  and  the  General  Motors
Building in New York City, and thereafter attempted to conceal
their illicit activities.

Conseco’s Purchase of The General Motors Building With Donald
J. Trump

In or about May 1998, Conseco and Donald J. Trump entered into
a contract to purchase the General Motors Building in New York
City,  located  at  767  Fifth  Avenue  between  57th  and  58th
Street, across the street from the Plaza Hotel.



The unlawful Money Laundering through the sale of the General
Motors Building, orchestrated and carried out by the RICO
Enterprise, including George Soros, Soros Fund Management, SFM
Management,  Vornado  Realty  Trust,  German  American  Capital,
Fortress  Investment  Group,  Donald  J.  Trump,  and  the  RICO
conspirators Conseco, Deutsche Bank, Lazard, Eastdil Realty,
Harry Macklowe, Cerberus Capital Management, Lazard, Kirkland
& Ellis, Fried, Frank, Harris, Shriver & Jacobson, Carmel
Fifth and 767 Manager, and, upon information and belief, other
members  of  the  Enterprise  and  co-conspirators,  operated
through  a  pattern  of  racketeering  and  forms  one  of  the
cornerstones of the defendants’ illicit activities of Money
Laundering  and  Bankruptcy  Fraud,  predicate  acts  of  RICO
alleged herein and Bid Rigging.

The Orchestrated Dispute Regarding The General Motors Building
Between Conseco And Donald J. Trump

Upon information and belief, this was because, at or about the
beginning  of  March  2001,  the  mastermind  of  the  RICO
Enterprise, George Soros, had contacted, among others to be
found in discovery, Gary C. Wendt and Donald J. Trump to
contrive a Money Laundering scheme to launder money through
the sale of the General Motors Building by Conseco, a co-
conspirator, through a pattern of racketeering activity.

Behind The Scenes Of The General Motors Dispute Soros And
Conseco Implement The RICO Activity

Upon information and belief, on June 7, 2002 Conseco retained
Lazard to assist it with its grave financial difficulties.
Lazard  would  later  participate  in  the  RICO  conspiracy  to
analyze  the  value  of  Conseco  Finance  and  provide  such
information  to  the  RICO  Enterprise  including,  Fortress
Financial,  to  enable  the  RICO  Enterprise  to  acquire  and
maintain an interest in Conseco’s affiliate Conseco Finance.

Upon information and belief, at or about this time, the head



of the Enterprise, George Soros, or someone else acting on
behalf of the Enterprise, began implementing the pattern of
racketeering activities which could be accomplished by having
Conseco file for Bankruptcy protection under Chapter 11 of the
Bankruptcy  Code,  so  as  to  acquire  Conseco’s  assets  at  a
discount  price,  including  Conseco  Finance  and  the  General
Motors Building and launder money through these entities.

During secret negotiations that ensued between the members of
the  RICO  Enterprise  and  its  co-conspirators,the  RICO
Enterprise  engaged  in  a  pattern  of  racketeering  activity
involving  interstate  commerce  to  acquire  an  interest  in
Conseco,  to  invest  proceeds  of  a  pattern  of  racketeering
activities in Conseco, and to conduct the affairs of Conseco
through a pattern of racketeering, through Money Laundering,
Bankruptcy Fraud and Bid Rigging.

The next maneuver in the pattern of racketeering was to use
the RICO Enterprise to ensure the sale of the General Motors
Building to the co-conspirator designee of the Enterprise,
Harry Macklowe, so that Soros could launder money through the
rigged sale of General Motors Building.

George Soros And His Pattern of Money Laundering Activities In
Interstate Commerce

Upon information and belief, George Soros is the Chairman of
Soros Fund Management, a private investment management firm
that serves as a principal advisor to the Quantum Group of
Funds, based in the tax free Caribbean Country of Curaçao, a
Caribbean  tax  haven,  and  a  possession  of  the  Netherlands
Antilles.¶173.

Upon  information  and  belief,  the  Netherland  Antilles  has
repeatedly been cited by the Task Force on Money Laundering of
the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development as
one  of  the  world’s  most  important  centers  for  laundering
illegal proceeds of Latin American cocaine and other drug



traffic.¶174.

In August of 1990, according to Reuters News Agency, the US
Drug Enforcement Agency agents claimed that Banco de Columbia
and  other  banks  were  conduits  for  Latin  American  drug
money.¶177.

In or about August 1994, according to Reuters, Soros acquired
a nine percent interest in Banco de Columbia.¶178.

According  to  the  BBC,  Soros  was  found  guilty  of  felony
criminal insider trading in France on January 29, 2002, and
from profiting from inside knowledge of a 1998 takeover bid
for Societé Generale, a French Bank, and was fined 2.9 Million
Dollars, which felony conviction was upheld by the French
Court of Appeals, the Cour de Cassation, France’s highest
Court, on June 14, 2006.¶179.

George Soros Manipulates The Conseco Bankruptcy To Maximize
The Acquisitions Of the RICO Enterprise To Launder Money and
To Engage In Bid Rigging

Upon information and belief, from June 2002 to December 2002,
the six month period prior to the planned Bankruptcy filing of
Conseco, the Enterprise engaged in a pattern of racketeering
activity with Soros, SFM Management, Soros Fund Management,
Fortress Investment Group, Cerberus, Conseco, Lazard, Kirkland
& Ellis, Fried Frank Harris Shriver & Jacobson, to prepare the
Conseco bankruptcy proceeding to allow George Soros and the
RICO  Enterprise  to  Launder  Money  through  the  Conseco
Bankruptcy  using  the  purchase  of  Conseco  Finance  and  the
Debtor in Possession Financing to gain complete control of the
Bankruptcy proceeding, and ultimately allowing Soros and the
Enterprise to purchase the General Motors Building, to launder
money through its sale.¶182.

Upon information and belief, the RICO Enterprise also set up
FPS DIP, LLC (“FPS DIP”) to obtain the valuable position of
Debtor in Possession financier to Conseco to Launder Money in



the Conseco Bankruptcy. ¶190.

Upon information and belief, FPS DIP was also controlled by
Fortress Investment Group and George Soros, who had been, and,
upon information and belief, remain co-conspirators in Money
Laundering  through  partnerships  they  maintain  in  Curaçao,
N.A.¶191.

The Rico Enterprise Takes Control Of The Conseco Bankruptcy

The  Bankruptcy  filing  of  Conseco  was  the  third  largest
Bankruptcy proceeding, smaller only than Enron and WorldCom.
¶202.

Upon information and belief, since the members of CFN Holdings
had been reviewing the assets of Conseco Finance since at
least July 2002, only CFN Holdings and the RICO Enterprise,
George Soros, Fortress Investment Group, Conseco and Lazard
knew the true worth of Conseco Finance, which facts were never
disclosed by CFN Holdings or Conseco to the third parties who
attempted to bid on the purchase of Conseco Finance.¶204.

The RICO Enterprise Commences The Flood of Motions To Take
Control of The Bankruptcy of Conseco

On December 19, 2002, Conseco made an emergency motion for an
Order seeking to allow FPS DIP and U.S. Bank to act as the
Debtor  in  Possession  financers  of  Conseco  to  approve  the
Secured Super-Priority Debtor in Possession Credit Agreement
dated December 19, 2002 between Conseco Finance and FPS DIP to
obtain secured post-petition financing up to the principal
amount of 125 Million from FPS DIP.¶208.

In connection with the aforesaid motions, Conseco, by its
counsel,  Kirkland  &  Ellis,  represented  that  it
Fortress/Flowers as the potential purchaser of Conseco Finance
but that without the approval of the FPS DIP financing order,
Conseco “will not be able to continue operations for more than
a few days, and will not allow them to fund the completion of



their restructuring process.” (See Exhibit “T” annexed to the
Compendium of Exhibits.)¶210.

The Illegal Acquisition of Conseco Finance By The Soros RICO
Enterprise

On January 13, 2003, Conseco, through its counsel, Kirkland &
Ellis,  responded  to  the  objections  of  the  Committee  of
Unsecured Creditors of Conseco Finance by, inter alia, by
falsely  representing  that  the  CFN  Holdings  Asset  Purchase
Agreement  was  entered  into  “at  arms’  length,”  which
constituted  Bankruptcy  Fraud.¶224.
Since CFN Holdings had assessed the true value of Conseco
Finance before the Bankruptcy, and since the Bankruptcy Court
had granted CFN Holdings certain protections in connection
with the purchase of Conseco Finance, only CFN Holdings had a
realistic chance of acquiring Conseco Finance, on behalf of
the RICO Enterprise.¶235.

The Machinations of Trump And Conseco to Resolve The Ownership
of the General Motors Building In Furtherance Of the RICO
Enterprise

Upon  information  and  belief,  as  part  of  the  racketeering
activity engineered by the RICO Enterprise, Soros or someone
else on behalf on behalf of the RICO Enterprise approached
Trump with a proposal to use Bankruptcy Fraud to acquire the
General Motors Building and, once acquired by the Enterprise,
Soros and the other individuals associated in fact with Soros,
including  Trump,  to  engage  in  a  Money  Laundering  scheme
through which they could launder money through the General
Motors Building sale. ¶241.

[After the dispute between Conseco and Trump was resolved by
the  American  Arbitration  Association  in  favor  of  Conseco]
Despite the fact that Carmel Fifth could have entered judgment
upon the Arbitration Award against Donald J. Trump which would
have netted Trump approximately only 15 Million Dollars, and



created a massive windfall for Conseco and Carmel Fifth, on or
about  June  24,  2003,  in  furtherance  of  the  racketeering
activity of the Enterprise, Carmel Fifth and 767 Manager and
Donald J. Trump instead agreed to dismiss the state court
proceeding to confirm the Arbitration Award with prejudice and
entered into “a confidential agreement.” (See Exhibit “JJ”
annexed to the Compendium of Exhibits.) ¶331.
Upon  information  and  belief,  the  confidential  agreement
concerned the division of the proceeds of the sale of the
General Motors Building by paying Trump 275 Million Dollars.
¶332.

This confidential agreement was in furtherance of the pattern
of  racketeering  to  launder  money  through  the  sale  of  the
General Motors Building. ¶333.

The  Money  Laundering  Is  Set  In  Place  By  The  Creation  Of
Ephemeral Entities And Illusory Obligations

During the twenty-eight days between the announcement that
Macklowe had won the bidding and the closing date, Soros with
the  other  members  of  the  racketeering  Enterprise  and
conspirators  therewith  engineered  the  creation  of  shell
entities  and  various  illusory  obligations  and  transactions
which  would  make  it  appear  that  Macklowe  was  buying  the
General Motors Building instead of the actual purpose of Money
Laundering. ¶374.

The  Religious  Mask  of
Communism "Rogue Nation"
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“The U.N.  is the biggest fraud in history. It’s goal is to
destroy  the  United  States”.   Congressman   John  Rankin
Mississippi  First  District.

“There are no allies in state politics just common interests”.

“Rogue Nation”

Where is supporting the U.N. agenda leading Americans?   Is
this  state  in  the  middle  east  representing  The  bibilical
“House of David” or “The House of Rothschild”?  

 

 

What is the Jesuit Order and why was it banned in over 70
countries and by Pope Clement XIV himself?

Pope Francis and Israeli President Shimon Peres (R)
arrive in the Vatican Gardens to pray with Palestinian
President Mahmoud Abbas (not pictured) at the Vatican
June  8,  2014.  REUTERS/Max  Rossi  (VATICAN  –  Tags:
RELIGION POLITICS) – RTR3SRRB

http://www.controversyofzion.info/Jewish%20Utopia/Jewish_Utopia_index.htm
https://factsarestubbornthings.us/wp-content/uploads/2016/02/Francis-Perez.jpg


http://blogs.reuters.com/faithworld/2014/09/05/shimon-peres-fl
oats-idea-of-u-n-style-united-religions-with-pope-francis/

What is the history of Jesuit Order and their origins in Spain
prior to Spanish Inquistion?

 

Dr.  Robert  Aleksander  Maryks,  February  24,  2010,  Boston
College Front Row.
On  the  early  Jewish  Jesuits  Ignatius  of  Loyola  and  his
secretary Juan Alfonso de Polanco, who was also secretary to
Loyola’s  successors  Diego  Lainez  (another  “converso”)  and
Francis Borgia.

 

THE JEWISH UTOPIA”, discovered by the author in an unlisted
Jewish collection in the library of the University of Texas,
is the authentic and complete plan of the Zionists for world
domination. It pictures the ultimate “new social order” which
the Zionists hope to establish after they have used Communism,
democracy and a third world war to gain their ends.

THE  ULTIMATE  WORLD  ORDER  is  an  analysis  of  “The  Jewish
Utopia”, with photographs and excerpts from the original text.

The Ultimate World Order — as Pictured in “The Jewish Utopia”

If the Communists think they are going to conquer all the
nations and set up a world government under a dictator of
their own choosing they may be in for a surprise. For their
parent,  the  sect  which  originally  launched  the  Communist
movement as an offshoot to accomplish a specific and temporary
purpose, has plans for an ultimate world order of its own; and
this sect, commonly called Zionist, now vastly overshadows the
much cruder Communist machine in skill, finance, organization
and influence.

http://blogs.reuters.com/faithworld/2014/09/05/shimon-peres-floats-idea-of-u-n-style-united-religions-with-pope-francis/
http://blogs.reuters.com/faithworld/2014/09/05/shimon-peres-floats-idea-of-u-n-style-united-religions-with-pope-francis/


The Communist plan for rubbing out all national, religious,
cultural  and  racial  lines  and  submerging  the  world  in
formless, characterless chaos for easy domination is grandiose
enough. To say that there is still another, more grandiose
plan beyond that for which the Communist machine was set up is
indeed to challenge the credulity of most of us, especially of
us Anglo-Saxons who are too busy with our humdrum routines to
pull the propaganda curtain aside and see the giant hiding
there.

Not many years after I began studying the Communist movement,
trying to understand it, I noticed a hint that Communism was
not to be the ultimate world order. Heinrich Heine, German-
Jewish poet and Communist youth leader of the 1830s and 1840s
(friend and co-revolutionary of Karl Marx) spoke of Communism
as temporary.*

Why  and  in  what  way  temporary?  What  did  this  far-sighted
master  strategist  of  revolution  see  as  the  successor  to
Communism?  Is  it  not  disturbing  enough  that  a  machine
dedicated to liquidating all opponents, wiping out the nations
as such and the best blood of the races and blending the
remnants into a faceless brown slob (see picture from a UNESCO
book elsewhere herein) — is it not disturbing enough that this
the Communist machine already enslaves nearly half the people
of the world and is armed with hydrogen bombs?

*The Heine prophecy of the destruction of Russia nearly a
hundred years before the event is so revealing and so amazing
as to justify quoting at some length. Note the picture of a
nationless, raceless world, “one flock and one shepherd . . .
with an iron staff”:

“Communism,  though  little  discussed  now  and  loitering  in
hidden garrets on miserable straw pallets, is the dark hero
destined for a great, if temporary, role in the modern tragedy
….



“It would be war, the ghastliest war of destruction . . . The
second act is the European and the World Revolution, the great
duel between the destitute and the aristocracy of wealth; and
in that there will be no mention of either nationality or
religion; there will be only one fatherland, the globe, and
only one faith, that in happiness on earth . . .

How could the drama end? “I do not know; but I think that
eventually the great sea serpent (Britain) will have its head
crushed and the skin of the Northern Bear (Russia) will be
pulled over its ears. There may be only one flock and one
shepherd — one free shepherd with an iron staff, and a shorn-
alike, bleating-alike human herd! . . .

“… The Gods are veiling their faces in pity on the children of
man, their long-time charges, and perhaps over their own fate.
The future smells of Russian leather, blood, godlessness and
many whippings. I should advise our grandchildren to be born
with very thick skins on their backs.” 1

If Communism is only temporary, what is to be the ultimate
novus  ordo  seclorum,  the  new  order,  of  society  if  the
successors  to  the  Jewish  revolutionaries,  Marx  and  Heine,
accomplish their aim? Who are to be the masters of the new
order and what do they want to do with our children and
grandchildren?

It goes without saying that no man can escape concern about
such a scheme if it has powerful backing.

For years I have felt that somewhere there must be a master
plan showing what Heine and his fellow planners had in mind
for us, after the fires of Communism burn away the heritages
of the various races and cultures, religions and nations;
after Communist monsters have killed out several generations
of what they rightfully call “the leadership personnel”, all
who might have the intelligence, skill and courage to resist.

But I little expected ever to have this ultimate master plan,



this chapter beyond the Communist Manifesto, in my hands. Of
the hundreds of documents I have collected on activities of
the  Marxist  revolutionaries  —  including  originals  or
photostats  of  official  government  reports,  Intelligence
releases, Communist papers, Zionist organizational reports to
their members, Jewish histories of revolutions, biographies of
their revolutionary leaders, etc. — I have never seen anything
comparable; for this small book sketches the general outlines
of the ultimate goal hundreds of years ahead, toward which all
the various activities of the Zionists and their “liberal”
dupes are, wittingly or unwittingly, contributing.

ZIONISM FROM TALMUD AND TORAH

Yet, the book was not marked secret; it was in plain English
and in the Library of the University of Texas. (And a friend
has found a copy in the Library of Congress, Washington, D.C.,
supposedly  a  copy  which  was  filed  with  application  for
copyright in 1932.)

It  is  a  book  of  118  pages,  plus  preface,  notes  and
bibliography, entitled The Jewish Utopia (not A Jewish Utopia,
but  THE  Jewish  Utopia),  by  Michael  Higger,  a  university
professor, published by the Lord Baltimore Press, Baltimore,
Md., 1932, and copyrighted the same year by the author. If the
book is not marked secret, if it is in plain English, it is
nevertheless almost safe, for it is largely couched in the
esoteric language which all Jewish revolutionaries have used
throughout known history, language found even in their Torah,
(the Books of Moses) and which Jewish writers imparted to
Communist literature. Their use of words which you and I take
to mean one thing but which their followers understand as
meaning  something  else,  a  system  which  our  people  little
suspect, almost guarantees the security of the document.

Here at last is the complete plan of the Zionists, in their
own words, for world domination.



The author speaks of “the righteous” and “the just”. He says
they shall inherit the earth. He quotes the Prophets, the
Books of Moses, etc. Who would suspect that he had political
revolution and total conquest in mind?

But read on and you find that the “righteous” are to be the
Zionist Jews and such gentiles as they may accept. All others
shall perish.

That is what the author says repeatedly, on page after page.
And note that this book is not the creation of the Jewish
Professor, Michael Higger; he merely compiled it. It is the
sum  total  of  the  prophecies,  teachings,  plans  and
interpretations  of  the  foremost  rabbis  and  Jewish  tribal
leaders of the past 2500 years — since the time of the Oral
Law  and  the  beginning  of  the  Babylonian  Talmud,  with  its
double standard for Jews and non-Jews and its nationalistic,
militant interpretation of the Torah (the Books of Moses, the
first five books of the Old Testament).

There is no mistaking who is meant by “the righteous”. Mr.
Higger says even those Jews who fail to enter into the program
of the Utopia (which he reveals to be the same program of
Socialism, brotherhood and internationalism as that of the
Zionists and involving much also that is Communist) will be
denied the Utopia. Even the non-conforming Jews shall perish,
along with the rest of us.

On page after page Mr. Higger’s Jewish Utopia unfolds the
ultimate order. Some mighty force, with the ruler from the
house of David on the throne, is to take control of every
life, every shekel’s worth of property, every acre of land,
every nugget and coin; no child may live, none may be born, if
the Power objects.

And the regard in which The Jewish Utopia is held by the
rabbinate may be surmised from the printed Texas University
Library seal inside the front cover, (see photograph) which



says the book was “Presented by the Kallah of Texas Rabbis,
1939″ to The Abraham I. Schechter Collection of Hebraica and
Judaica” of the University library.

I stated earlier that the book was in plain English. The fact
is, it is addressed throughout to students familiar with the
Talmud,  the  teachings  of  the  foremost  rabbis  of  Jewish
history; it was not in the library proper but in the Abraham
I. Schechter collection, to which one may have access only by
special permission; and it was not, and is not, listed in the
library catalogue.

We shall see presently the plan in detail. We would dismiss
the entire book as a daydream by an unbalanced mind but for
the facts of history, including current history, in which the
Socialistic man-trap has caught this and other countries and
people,  and  is  steadily  sucking  their  blood.  The  Jewish
machine has men in the most powerful positions; protected by
the cowardice of leaders who fear to be called “anti-Semitic”.
We are paralyzed by that atom-powered little scare word; we
are children afraid of the dark.

Apparently a good many Jews themselves are now fearful of the
impending bloodshed. I have known, and do know, many Jews;
while the Jewish temperament is incredibly true to pattern,
there are many who realize that they have found the Promised
Land, their Utopia here intolerant, benevolent, rich America;
and if we appeal to these, they might well join us in the
fight to keep America free.

Mr. Higger says those Jews who do not knuckle under and who
are not “tall and handsome” will be weeded out.

While our first concern is for the survival and continued
freedom of our children and grandchildren, we ought to find
helpful  allies  among  the  Jews.  Several  million  Russian
children  and  many  millions  of  adults  have  been  beaten  to
death, shot or starved by the insane Marxist machine called



Bolshevism, or Communism; and the Zionists, Communists and
their  foolish  “liberal”  dupes  are  far  advanced  with  the
Marxist Socialist program in this threatened Republic.

So that the reader may not be asked to take my word, I am
showing several pages photographed from Mr. Higger’s unique
blueprint for conquest.

THE AIM

Professor Higger states his aim in the first paragraph of his
Preface:

“For my main problem is to reconstruct an ideal social life on
earth as pictured by the rabbis of old.”

He adds, later:

“An ideal society among the family oj nations, as visualized
by the prophets, although not realized as yet, will ultimately
be achieved. Nations will come, nations will go. Dogmatic
Christianity has come, dogmatic Christianity will be gone.
‘Isms’  have  created  nations,  ‘isms’  will  destroy  nations.
Capitalism  has  brought  happiness  and  woes  to  mankind;
Communism  may  bring  its  paradise  and  hells  to  mankind.
Doctrines have shaped the destinies of peoples, doctrines may
bring destruction to peoples. But the millennium will come
only when the nations of the earth direct their efforts toward
the visions of the prophets, and make function the teachings
of Amos, Isaiah and Micah.”

Do Professor Higger and Talmudic rabbis interpret the Prophets
as do the Christians? Or do they believe that the Jewish
Prophets of the Old Testament were trying to keep their people
dedicated  to  a  religion  of  conquest;  trying  to  keep  them
united and moving toward political and economic domination?
Let us keep the question in mind as we read; eventually we
shall find the answer. Mr. Higger continues:



As Pictured in “The Jewish Utopia” By
Robert H. Williams

Jewish Utopia Higgins Communism

Zions Trojan Horse
 

Could “Zionism” have been part of Communism to deceive and
destroy “Christianity ” in America?    During America’s “red
scare”  the  HCUA  investigated  every  aspect  of  communism
including it being a front for established religions.  Dr.
Joseph Goebbels referred to communism as “iniquity behind a
political mask”.  Could the beginning of  biblical  prophecy
of Ezekiel 38 and 39 started with Rothschild’s purchase of
land in Israel in 1917?

Are we locked into a covert Holy War with communist military
stragety of Sun Tzu?  Sun Tzu stated the battle is won before
it’s fought.

https://factsarestubbornthings.us/wp-content/uploads/2016/02/Jewish-Utopia-Higgins-Communism-.pdf
https://factsarestubbornthings.us/2016/01/29/zions-trojan-horse/
https://ia802704.us.archive.org/29/items/CommunismWithTheMaskOff/CWM.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1V3es381Vmw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1V3es381Vmw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YM2YqYGUPTc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YM2YqYGUPTc


Daniel 7:25 And he shall speak great words against the most
High, and shall wear out the saints of the most High, and
think to change times and laws: and they shall be given into
his hand until a time and times and the dividing of time.

 

The Laws of Nature and Nature’s God (LONANG) are the true
foundation of America Law.  The constitution’s “establishment
clause” prohibits  favoring any religion even Christianity
over another.  It seems “established religions” should be
defined as religions whose religious books serve as their
government  and  common  laws  which  eliminates  freedom  “of”
religion.   Even Atheism has benefited from Constitutional
religious freedoms.   The  laws created during “Founding Era”
were  meant  to  be  followed  to  ensure  “Morality”  in  our
“Republic”  the  true  power  against  tyranny.

The “Laws of Nature and Nature’s God are mentioned in the
Declaration of Independence.   Could the founding fathers
pledge have been a “covenant” with “Nature’s God “Supreme
Judge of The World” ?   The Son’s of Liberty published  (CA)
Sen.   Jack  B.  Tanney  head  of  (HCUA)  House  Committee  on
UnAmerican Activities.

https://factsarestubbornthings.us/wp-content/uploads/2015/04/James-Wilson-Christianty-Common-Law.jpg
http://lonang.com/commentaries/conlaw/organizing/laws-of-nature-and-natures-god/
http://lonang.com/commentaries/conlaw/organizing/laws-of-nature-and-natures-god/
http://totallyhistory.com/sons-of-liberty/


Tenny Report On World Zionism

 

 

CERN  COLLIDER  SUPERNATURAL
PORTAL

It appears that CERN is going beyond the “God Particle” with
their     “Creator Project”.   Symmetry resembles  Islamic
Sufism  mystic   “Sufi” dance.   Reports say the funding for
CERN is funneled through Carbon and Global Warming taxes.

https://factsarestubbornthings.us/wp-content/uploads/2016/01/Zions_Trojan_Horse-calif-sen-jack-tenney-1.pdf
https://factsarestubbornthings.us/2015/05/21/cern-attempting-open-supernational-portal/
https://factsarestubbornthings.us/2015/05/21/cern-attempting-open-supernational-portal/
https://veeladwa.files.wordpress.com/2013/11/10027324153_5f5e5813ea_o.jpg
http://home.web.cern.ch
http://www.symmetrymovie.com
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EkwNQ15JKV4


Sufi dance is a mystical type of worship and  trance like
meditation from the more modern  form to primitive form.  Even
Stephen  Hawkings  warned  “The  God  Particle”  could  end  up
killing us.

The Clintons’ entire political careers,  including Chelsea,
have been focused on  buzz words like “new social contract,” 
“paradigm  shift,”  and  “third  universe”.    The  Clinton
administration  opened  the  door  to  international  trade
agreements and passage of N.A.F.T.A. Act.  Few understand the
connection with “trade” and beast system.  Karl Marx’s mentor
created philosophy of Master-Slave dialectic.

 

It  seems  the  Kabbalah  Communist  theory  has  succeeded  in
completing tzimtzum on the Christian nation.   Romans 1:28  
When you create a vacuum its opposite and equal reaction will
flood in.

 

“There is no longer any political question at issue here.
This thing cannot be judged or estimated by political rules
or principles. It is “Iniquity” under a political mask. It is
not something to be brought before the bar of world history
but  rather  something  that  has  to  be  dealt  with  by  the
judicial administration of each country.”
Dr. Joseph Goebbels speech delivered in Nuremberg 13 Sept
1935 Seventh National Socialist Party

 "Oulanem"  Drama written by Karl Marx
 I shall howl gigantic curses wry mankind:

Ha! Eternity! She is an eternal grief …
Ourselves being clockwork, blindly mechanical,
Made to be the foul-calendars of Time and Space,
Having no purpose save to happen, to be ruined,

http://sufiheart.org.uk/?page_id=9
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CtPu-EAJf6s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e0_Zpt0xDpU
https://factsarestubbornthings.us/2015/04/26/clintons-new-social-contract-covenants-americas-paradigm-shift/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Master–slave_dialectic


So that there shall be something to ruin …
If there is a something which devours,
I’ll leap within it, though I bring the world to ruins-
The world which bulks between me and the Abyss
I will smash to pieces with my enduring curses.
I’ll throw my arms around its harsh reality:
Embracing me, the world will dumbly pass away,
And then sink down to utter nothingness,
Perished, with no existence – that would be really living!

REVOLUTIONARY COMMUNIST PARTY
USA  STRIKES  AGAIN  IN
BALTIMORE
 

The  Communist  Party  USA,  the  main  organizer  of  Ferguson,
Missouri Riots, is now in Baltimore, MD.  According to TRAC
Terrorism Research Revolutionary Communist Party is an active
group in U.S.

During  Communist  insurrections  in  Ferguson,  Carl  Dix  was
charged by Ferguson police as an ‘Outside Criminal Element”.
Buses of activists from the Samuel Dewitt Proctor Conference
in Chicago; from the Drug Policy Alliance, Make the Road New
York and Equal Justice USA from New York; from Sojourners, the
Advancement  Project  and  Center  for  Community  Change  in
Washington;  and  networks  from  the  Gamaliel  Foundation–all
funded in part by Mr. Soros–descended on Ferguson starting in
August and later organized protests and gatherings in the city

https://factsarestubbornthings.us/2015/04/28/revolutionary-communist-party-usa-strikes-baltimore/
https://factsarestubbornthings.us/2015/04/28/revolutionary-communist-party-usa-strikes-baltimore/
https://factsarestubbornthings.us/2015/04/28/revolutionary-communist-party-usa-strikes-baltimore/
http://www.trackingterrorism.org/group/revolutionary-communist-party-usa-rcp-usa
http://www.trackingterrorism.org/group/revolutionary-communist-party-usa-rcp-usa
http://www.revcom.us/a/349/carl-dix-arrested-in-ferguson-en.html


until late last month. George Soros is tied to the funding of
Ferguson  protests.  He  is  also  connected  to  the  Gamaliel
Foundation which Obama trained with ACORN and received his
Marxist community organizing skills. Later reports confirmed
George  Soros  funded  protests  with  $33  Million  dollars.
 Revolutionary  Communist  Party  released  several  statements
concerning  Carl  Dix  in  video  below  (Baltimore)  arrest  in
Ferguson.

 

Communism appears to be another banned word in America
these days.   Investigative journalism seems to be a
relic in America once guaranteeing freedom of press.
For those unfamiliar with Cold War Modern Warfare defected KGB
Agent Yuri Bezmanov explains.  The tactic of “Smart War” or
“Active Measures” to create “class warfare”  bringing  country
to crisis without firing a shot in most cases.  The Counter
Active  Measure  of  same-sex  marriage  is  last  phase  of
demoralization   before  destabilization.

On June 17, 1957, this passage was read into the Congressional
Record by Rep. Thomas G. Abernathy.

In  1922,  the  Russian  Comintern  provided  $300,000  for  the
spreading of communist propaganda among Negroes. In 1925, the
Communist Party U.S.A. told its members:

“The aim of our Party in our work among the Negro masses is to
create a powerful proletarian movement which will fight and
lead the struggle of the Negro race against the exploitation
and oppression in every form and which will be a militant part
of the revolutionary movement of the whole American working
class  …  and  connect  them  with  the  struggles  of  national
minorities and colonial peoples of all the world and thereby
the cause of world revolution and the dictatorship of the
proletariat.”

https://romanticpoet.wordpress.com/2008/09/21/michelle-and-barack-obamaand-the-gamaliel-foundation/
http://www.amren.com/news/2015/01/george-soros-funds-ferguson-protests-hopes-to-spur-civil-action/
http://revcom.us/a/349/statement-from-the-RCP-on-the-arrests-of-carl-dix-travis-morales-and-joey-johnson-en.html
http://revcom.us/i/349/RCPstmt_Arrests_8-19.pdf


In 1925, a dozen blacks were recruited for propaganda training
in Russia. That same year, the American Negro Labor Congress
was  established.  In  1930,  they  changed  their  name  to  the
League of Struggle for Negro Rights. They merged with the
United  Negro  Congress  when  it  was  founded  in  1936  in
Washington, D.C. By 1940, communists made up two-thirds of its
membership.  In  1947,  they  united  with  the  Civil  Rights
Congress, a communist front group.

IMPORTANT  HISTORY  ATTEMPTED  COMMUNIST  ANARCHY  FOR  CIVIL
UNREST. Stripped of constitutional rights and treated like
dogs but yet they are now free will slaves.

“A racially integrated community is a chronological term timed
from the entrance of the first black family to the exit of the
last white family”. Saul Alinsky “We must realize that our
Party’s most powerful weapon is racial tension. By propounding

http://modernhistoryproject.org/mhp?Article=FinalWarning&C=7.7
http://humanevents.com/2011/07/10/democrats-should-know-jim-crow-they-created-him/
https://factsarestubbornthings.us/wp-content/uploads/2015/04/Communist-Black-orgnaizing-.jpg


into the consciousness of the dark races, that for centuries
have been oppressed by the whites, we can mold them to the
program of the Communist Party … In America, we will aim for
subtle victory.  Which if one understands Lenin’s Proletariat
educated red army it would seem America is now facing the
inevitable.

While enflaming the Negro minority against the Whites, we will
instill in the Whites a guilt complex for the exploitation of
the Negroes. We will aid the Negroes to rise to prominence in
every walk of life, in the professions, and in the world of
sports and entertainment. With this prestige, the Negroes will
be able to intermarry with the Whites, and begin a process
which will deliver America to our cause.” A Racial Program for
the Twentieth Century, published in 1913 by Israel Cohen of
the Fabian Society (a follow-up to Zangwill’s play The Melting
Pot),

THE REDS ARE IN THE CHURCH

The  Gamaliel  Foundation  is  patterned  after  earlier  (IAF)
Industrial Area Foundation which was  founded in 1940 by Saul
Alinsky himself.   Andrew Breitbart covered several stories on
Gamaliel,  Alinsky  and  Obama.  Foundations  funding  Gamaliel
Foundation including George Soros’ Open Society.

One expose entitled THE VETTING, PART I: BARACK’S LOVE SONG TO
ALINSKYdetails Obama’s connection to the Rules for Radicals
author .  The article has a copy of Chicago play “Saul Alinsky
is Back” at Terrapin Theatre.  “The Love Song of Saul Alinsky”
is important because Barack Obama was in attendance on the
last night, sitting on the panel at Blue Ridge Theatre in
Pilsen.

Saul  Alinsky  died  in  1972.  He  was  a  Marxist  grassroots
organizer who spent much of his life organizing rent strikes
and protesting conditions of the poor in Chicago in the 1930s.
However, unlike Christian socialist and activist for the poor

http://modernhistoryproject.org/mhp?Article=FinalWarning&C=7.7
http://endrtimes.blogspot.com/2012/10/gamaliel-and-barack-obama-connection.html
http://endrtimes.blogspot.com/2012/10/gamaliel-and-barack-obama-connection.html
http://www.breitbart.com/big-government/2012/03/04/obama-alinsky-love-song/


Dorothy Day, Alinsky’s real claim to fame was as strategist
for anti-establishment ‘60s radicals and revolutionaries.

It seems obvious Obama was George Soros race card community
organizer  scape  goat,  with  media  fanning  the  flames  and
diverting attention away from “Outside Agitators”.

The job of the organizer is to bait the establishment so
that it will attack him as a dangerous enemy   Saul Alinsky
  American’s having now the first black president are
conditioned speaking out is racist.  

 George Soros  funded both Ferguson, Missouri and Baltimore MD
communist Black Lives Matter just like Occupy Wall Street.
 Breitart  murdered before he finished his documentary “Occupy
Unmasked” revealed OWS was not a grass-roots movement but
preplanned one year in advance by then SEIU president Andy
Stern.   The issue with violence among blacks is social-
engineering.   The  Democrats  Jim  Crow  laws  and  KKK  racist

http://howdypodna.com/alinsky.html
https://factsarestubbornthings.us/wp-content/uploads/2015/04/Outside-agigator.jpg


targeting creating a sub-human race only to steer them back on
Uncle  Sam’s  planation  two  decades  later.   George  Soros
corporate cronies funded Starbucks Racist Campaign.  Video is
comprehensive list of Soros funded organizations which fund
racism and civil unrest.

 

 

Hillary Clinton is considered to be Alinsky’s daughter. The 
great outside agitator praises Soros for keeping her in power.
 Both Obama and Hillary are on Team Soros.    Hillary’s
Radical distaste for “Rule of Law” @ 5:14 “Hidden Lives of
Bill And Hillary Clinton documentary.  

UNESCO  Classical  Conditioning  education  and  psychological
warfare against both blacks and whites since WW2  has left
it’s mark on our society.  Congressional debate during 87th
Congress.   Congressman  Utz  (CA)  lead  the  debate  on  Paul
Harvey’s editorial “UNESCO Communist Trap for our youth.  
Lenin  praised Pavlov for his experiments in Speech in Russia.
  The Brainwashing in our media and educational system is
surreal to Nazi Germany.  When the brain is presented with two
opposing  views  the  brain  splits  and  memory  loss  occurs.
 Students now being trained to be obedient global citizens.
 Social Justice always code word for Marxism and rooted in
Frankfort School of (Marxism) Social Justice.

Baltimore Mayor Stephanie Rawlings-Blake ” is not only Mayor
but Secretary of Democratic National Committee. Rawlings also
made a “sweet “Enoch” internet deal” with George Soros “Open
Society”  to provide free internet to Baltimore.  Criticism
rose  against  Rawlings  after  comment  “she  gave  agitators
space”.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GtdfKNLyrWU
http://nymag.com/news/politics/30634/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p7iQifl0dkU
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http://www.opensocietyfoundations.org/press-releases/osi-baltimore-founder-george-soros-urges-google-choose-baltimore-high-speed-internet


“I am grateful for Mr. Soros’s support of Baltimore’s effort
to attract Google Fiber to Baltimore,” said Mayor Stephanie
Rawlings-Blake. “Mr. Soros understands that Baltimore is a
City with a great history of innovation and invention. With
our world class institutions, businesses and engaged citizens,
we are the best City in America for Google to invest in new
high-speed Internet infrastructure. ”

SOCIAL MEDIA RUMORS OF FREDDIE GRAY’S RECENT SPINE
SURGERY.
In lieu of media participation in every racist incident since
 Gates/Crowley incident one will always have reasonable doubt
to their stories.  How amy would play along with their plans
to overthrow our nation for a million dollars?   This should
be pursued  and medical records subpoenaed quickly and should
prove innocence of police officers.  Attack law enforcement
anything  symbolizing  authority  is  communist  Active  Measure
tactics.

 

https://factsarestubbornthings.us/wp-content/uploads/2015/04/Rawlings.jpg
http://theconservativetreehouse.com/2015/04/28/did-freddie-gray-have-spinal-surgery-from-car-accident-a-week-before-his-arrest/


During the early “Red Scares” in America House Committee on
UnAmerican  Activities  investigated  everyone  even  Hollywood.
 The Smith Act of 1940 prohibited Constitutional liberties to
anyone  attempting  to  overthrow  Constitution  or  government.
 That really should be a no-brainer.

CLINTONS'  "NEW"  SOCIAL
CONTRACT  COVENANTS  AND
AMERICA'S "PARADIGM SHIFT"
 

Clintons’  effects  on  America’s  sovereignty  and
virtue
“The government… can never be in danger of degenerating into a
monarchy, and oligarchy, an aristocracy, or any other despotic
or oppressive form so long as there shall remain any virtue in
the body of the people.”  George Washington in Letter to the
Marquis de Lafayette, February 7, 1788

Freer trade abroad means more jobs at home. Every $1 billion
in U.S. exports generates 20-30,000 more jobs. We must find
ways to help developing nations finally overcome their debt
crisis, which has lessened their capacity to buy American
goods and probably cost us 1.5 million American jobs." Bill
Clinton "A New Covenant for American Security" Governor Bill
Clinton Georgetown University December 12, 1991

 

Bill  Clinton  continued  his  “New  Deal”   by  violating  the
Founding Fathers covenant.  The Clinton administration created

http://www.britannica.com/EBchecked/topic/549923/Smith-Act
https://factsarestubbornthings.us/2015/04/26/clintons-new-social-contract-covenants-americas-paradigm-shift/
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the  N.A.F.T.A  Act  which  opened  the  door  for  mass  illegal
immigration.  We have seen “dramatic” change to our economy
however it was not “good for American People”.

In lieu of upcoming TPP Partnership Trade Agreement can we see
by previous trade agreements and condition of our economy it
could be the last nail in the coffin?

 

“O My people! Their oppressors are children, And women rule
over them. O My people! Those who guide you lead you astray
And confuse the direction of your paths.”    Isaiah 3:

 

 

“The LORD detests dishonest scales, but accurate weights find
favor with him.”  Proverbs 11:1

“The  covenant  calls  for  an  agreement  among  citizens,
businesses, government and faith groups to adhere to universal
ethical values, reduce job inequality, become stewards of the
environment and more.”   Whatever you want to call that “third
universe”

SEPTEMBER  19,  2013  –  CHELSEA  CLINTON  JOINED  GEORGETOWN
President John J. DeGioia for a conversation yesterday as part
of  a  two-day  World  Economic  Forum  (WEF)’s  Global  Agenda
Council on Values conference hosted by the university.

The conference, “The New Social Covenant: Committing to Human
Dignity and Common Values in the Global Economy,” focused on
the New Social Covenant, a document developed by WEF’s Global
Agenda Council on Values.

Is Chelsea Clinton speaking of an “Established Religion” and
global trade agreements with humanity similar to Solomon’s
with King of Tyre??

http://abcnews.go.com/Politics/video/clintons-covenant-9655822
http://abcnews.go.com/Politics/video/clintons-covenant-9655822
http://biblehub.com/proverbs/11-1.htm
http://www.georgetown.edu/news/chelsea-clinton-wef-social-covenant.html
http://www.georgetown.edu/news/chelsea-clinton-wef-social-covenant.html
http://www.biblestudytools.com/ezekiel/28-16.html


“Paradigm Shift”
This dramatic change in attitudes was given a special name: Paradigm
Shift. The most succinct definition of this strange term is given by
the  official  New  Age  Dictionary.  Paradigm  Shift  is  defined  as  a
"spiritual or mental axis-shift; a change in perception or world
view". Paradigm itself is defined as "a set of deep concerns...dogmas
and assumptions..." In other words, Paradigm refers to those deeply
held religious beliefs by which a person lives their life.

Earth Day 2015: Inspiring Evidence
of a Paradigm Shift
Hillary’s “Paradigm Shift” can be seen throughout our nation
and the world from her actions while serving in key positions
of government.  But few recognize it due to the degenerating
effect of demoralization and mental effects of psychological
subversion.  Few know Earth Day was Vladimir Lenin’s Birthday,
and with  government’s arm in businesses, it was celebrated 
in grocery stores and public schools.  It is obvious the
manipulation of the economy was identical to the Civil War and
the  Great  Depression.   Hillary  was  nicknamed  Alinsky’s
daughter for a reason. The level of lawlessness will only lead
to the prophetic “shift” of Ezekiel’s wheel, which the world
is not ready for.  Then will come the time that Chelsea will
see  her  “third  universe”.    If  Hillary’s  lawlessness
continues, could the “paradigm shift” lead to Bill’s Jimmy
Kimmel interview featuring his prediction of an”Independence
Day” alien invasion?

 

We have few watchmen since First Lady Hillary Clinton engaged
the Religious  Roundtable and now, as in Jezebel’s day, the
prophetic voice has aligned itself with the political voice to
be cared for during this shift.   It was Jezebel who ran the
show, not Ahab. This was seen in many presidencies, including
Franklin  and  Eleanor  Roosevelt’s.   This  is  why  Hillary

http://www.cuttingedge.org/ce1048.html


channels  Eleanor frequently for advice.

J.  Edgar  Hoover  exposed  Eleanor  Roosevelt  and  FDR  for
communist activities.  Eleanor’s biggest accomplishment, in
her eyes, was the U.N. Charter to accomplish the goals that
Woodrow Wilson had failed with the  League of Nations.  First
Lady Hillary Clinton changes advanced the global goals of U.N.
with  her  multifaceted  “Millennium  Project”  2000  executive
order.

 

“Silent actions are transforming our way of
life, and when placed together like pieces
of a puzzle, demonstrate to us that we are,
in fact, experiencing a paradigm shift.”
 

Kabbalah  Mystics  Have  Power  Over
Politicians 2/13/2013
Bill and Hillary Clinton became enthusiastic followers of this
eccentric cult. It has been described as a Jewish Heresy that
mixes the Old Testament with Medieval cabbala mysticism, plus
a  noticeable  amount  of  1960’s  university  Marxism.  This
unhealthy Tikkun Cult gripped the imagination of the Clintons
who claimed they looked to it for inspiration. Bill Clinton
wrote a letter in 1988 saying “You have helped me clarify my
own thinking..” Hillary was also converted and became a true
believer. As a result she went on a crusade to “feminise”
America.

Under the influence of Tikkun, Hillary Clinton said
during a speech that she wanted to achieve for America
a “New Covenant” by means of the “paradigm shift”. Few

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u222nTy-kZQ
http://clinton4.nara.gov/Initiatives/Millennium/evenings.html
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/rosaly-byrd/earth-day-2015-inspiring-evidence-of-a-paradigm-shift_b_7110078.html
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people  understood  what  she  meant.  However,  the
subversive  movement  was  so  enthralled  with  their
Clinton stooges that they continued to use them in
international political affairs long after they were
out of office.   The White House guru “Michael Lerner”
made famous by First Lady Hillary Clinton adapting his
“politics of reason”.

Michael Lerner was considered by J. Edgar Hoover for
60’s radical activities as “most dangerous mind in the
world”.    Was  “Hale-Bopp”  comet  during  Clinton
Administration  Hillary’s  “paradigm  shift”?
 

"The Alchemist made a big mistake trying to turn base metals
into  gold  by  incantation.  With  chemical  elements  alchemy
doesn't  work.  But  it  does  work  in  the  financial  markets,
because  "incantations"  can  influence  the  decisions  of  the
people who shape the course of events". George Soros "Soros on
Soros"

 

“Whatever you want to call that third
universe” “

Chelsea Clinton SEPTEMBER 19, 2013 Georgetown University

The Coming of the Kingdom

Luke 17:28-29  they were eating, they were drinking, they were
marrying, they were being given in marriage, until the day
that Noah entered the ark, and the flood came and destroyed
them all. 28″It was the same as happened in the days of Lot:
they were eating, they were drinking, they were buying, they
were selling, they were planting, they were building; 29but on
the day that Lot went out from Sodom it rained fire and

http://www.weeklystandard.com/Content/Public/Articles/000/000/006/194nejfc.asp?pg=1
http://www.weeklystandard.com/Content/Public/Articles/000/000/006/194nejfc.asp?pg=1
http://www.weeklystandard.com/Content/Public/Articles/000/000/006/194nejfc.asp?pg=1
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Comet_Hale–Bopp


brimstone from heaven and destroyed them all.

Bill  Clinton  Wouldn’t  be  Surprised  if
Aliens Exist
April 3, 2014

Agree  Or  Disagree  That  Aliens  Exist?  &  Did  Bill  Clinton
Foreshadow The Antichrist On Jimmy Kimmel?

National Emergency Preparedness now includes Zombie Apocalypse

 

COMMUNISM  IN  AMERICA  THE
HISTORY AMERICA FORGOT

 

Third Time in American history Communist insurrections have
followed wars.

 

http://abcnews.go.com/blogs/politics/2014/04/bill-clinton-wouldnt-be-surprised-if-aliens-exist/
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Red Summer (1919)
 

HISTORY OF COMMUNIST PARTY USA (CPUSA

“It is a universal truth that the loss of
liberty at home is to be charged to the

https://factsarestubbornthings.us/wp-content/uploads/2015/03/Soviet-Double-Spy.jpg
https://factsarestubbornthings.us/wp-content/uploads/2015/03/CPUSA-Hammer.jpg


provisions  against  danger,  real  or
pretended, from abroad.” -James Madison

Armand  Hammer  Russian  immigrant  son  of
Julius  Hammer  personal  comrade   with
Vladimir Lenin.  There  is autographed
photo of Lenin to Armand Hammer.   After
Russian Revolution,  murdering Czar while
shifting  blame  on  others  the  movement
grew.   Communism  birthplace  was
“Rhineland”  area in Worm, Germany.
 

“What does Christianity mean today? National Socialism is a
religion.  All  we  lack  is  a  religious  genius  capable  of
uprooting outmoded religious practices and putting new ones in
their  place.  We  lack  traditions  and  ritual.  One  day  soon
National Socialism will be the religion of all Germans. My
Party is my church, and I believe I serve the Lord best if I
do his will, and liberate my oppressed people from the fetters
of slavery. That is my gospel.”
― Joseph Gobbles

This thing cannot be judged
or  estimated  by  political

http://lapilgrim.narod.ru/hammerphotoalbum.html
http://lapilgrim.narod.ru/hammerphotoalbum.html
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rules or principles. It is
“Iniquity”  under  a
political mask. It is not
something  to  be  brought
before  the  bar  of  world
history  but  rather
something  that  has  to  be
dealt with by the judicial
administration  of  each
country.”
Dr. Joseph Goebbels speech
delivered  in  Nurnberg  13
Sept 1935 Seventh National
Socialist Party

Many in America today have no clue of history of Communist
Party and others being created since 2008.   Revolutionary
Communist Party USA has played major role in Ferguson  Riots.
 

The Red Summer refers to the race riots that occurred in more
than three dozen cities in the United States during the summer
and early autumn of 1919. In most instances, whites attacked
African Americans. In some cases many blacks fought back,
notably in Chicago, where, along with Washington, D.C. and
Elaine,  Arkansas,  the  greatest  number  of  fatalities
occurred.[1]

The riots followed postwar social tensions related to the
demobilization of veterans of World War I, both black and
white,  and  competition  for  jobs  among  ethnic  whites  and
blacks. The riots were extensively documented in the press,
which  along  with  the  federal  government  conflated  black
movements with bolshevism.

Activist and author James Weldon Johnson, employed since 1916
by the National Association for the Advancement of Colored
People (NAACP) as a field secretary, coined the term “Red

https://www.marxists.org/history/usa/parties/cpusa/index.htm
http://www.revcom.us/a/349/carl-dix-arrested-in-ferguson-en.html
http://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Red_Summer


Summer.” In 1919, he organized peaceful protests against the
racial violence of that summer.

The Red Scare and the communist party (1919–1923)[edit]
From its inception, the Communist Party USA came under attack
from  state  and  federal  governments  and  later  the  Federal
Bureau  of  Investigation.  In  1919,  after  a  series  of
unattributed  bombings  and  attempted  assassinations  of
government officials, and judges (later traced to militant
adherents of the radical anarchist Luigi Galleani), the US
Department of Justice headed by Attorney General A. Mitchell
Palmer, acting under the Sedition Act of 1918, began arresting
thousands of foreign-born party members, many of whom the
government  deported.  The  Communist  Party  was  forced
underground  and  took  to  the  use  of  pseudonyms  and  secret
meetings in an effort to evade the authorities.

The party apparatus was to a great extent underground. It re-
emerged in the last days of 1921 as a legal political party
called the Workers Party of America. As the red scare and
deportations of the early 1920s ebbed, the party became bolder
and more open. An element of the party, however, remained
permanently underground and came to be known as the “CPUSA
secret apparatus.”

IMMIGRATION  CONTROL  KEY  TO
PREVENTING INSURRECTIONS
Not every immigrant came to America for religious freedom.  
As JFK stated in his famous “Secret Society” speech “covet
means” and “infiltration rather than invasion”.    The Red
Summer of 1919 and mass immigration,  labor unions, massive
growth  of  political  parties  lead  to  War  Department  DOD
Training Manual addressing massive immigration and steps to
preserve the republic.

 

https://factsarestubbornthings.us/2014/07/21/revive-1928-dod-war-department-training-manual-citizenship/
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During this time, immigrants from Eastern Europe are said to
have played a very prominent role in the CPUSA. A majority of
the members of the Socialist Party were immigrants and an
“overwhelming” percentage of the CPUSA consisted of recent
immigrants.

http://www.ihr.org/jhr/v14/v14n1p-4_Weber.html
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MODERN WARFARE ACTIVE MEASURES TO BRING TO CRISIS
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Blacks held a
UNION  meeting
at  a  church.
Could that be
why  the
whites  wanted
to stop them?
Communism?
Democrats
stirring  the
Communist
flames  of
racism.  “Free
Will” slaves.

 

We are either a United people, or we are not. If the former,
let us, in all maters of general concern act as a nation,
which  have  national  objects  to  promote,  and  a  national
character to support. If we are not, let us no longer act a
farce by pretending to it.   George Washington, letter to
James Madison, November 30, 1785
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The  Elaine,  Arkansas  massacre  of  1919
stands as the deadliest case of racial
violence in Arkansas history. Author and
historian  Grif  Stockley  reveals  the
haunting story of Elaine, Arkansas.
Category
 

Blacks held a
UNION  meeting
at  a  church.
Could that be
why  the
whites  wanted
to stop them?
Communism?
Democrats
stirring  the
Communist
flames  of
racism.  “Free
Will” slaves.

George Soros like OWS funded
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organizers in Ferguson.
America is being hedged in on every side and our enemies are
within.   George Soros funded groups creating the crisis.

 

 

http://fergusonresponse.tumblr.com

